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Light quark spectrum and beyond

 Conventional light quark mesons

 Glueballs

 Multiquark states 

 Hybrids
 Diffractive scattering: 
  E852@BNL,  COMPASS@CERN 
 Central production:
  WA102@CERN , COMPASS@CERN 
 Photo-production
  CLAS@Jefferson
 Lepto-production:
  COMPASS@CERN



 

 Diffractively produced states in:    

 Centrally produced states in: 

 Proton beam:

 Kaon beam:
 

...4π,,ηη'ηη,,KKππ,YYp,πpπ →→ −−

...−−−−−− →→ ηπ,ηηπ,πKK,πππXXp,pπ +

COMPASS hadron program 
2008-2009  

...ηη,,KKππ,Y,Ypppp slowfast →→

...p,ππKXXp,pK + −−− →→

...,pηη,KpK,ππpXXp,pp + −→→



 

 Tracking: Straw, Drift chambers, MicroMegas, Sandwich Veto, PixelGEM,
   Recoil Proton Detector, ...  
 ECAL1 (4x2.9 m) 1500 GAMS, MAINZ and OLGA cells
 ECAL2 (2.4x1.8 m) 3086 SHASHLYK and GAMS cells 
 ECAL LED and LASER monitoring system
 RICH

COMPASS@CERN



 

 Cerenkov differential counters with achromatic ring focus
 2 vessels with 8 photo-multipliers each
 π, Κ and πidentification

CEDAR



 

 8 chambers 576x1152 mm2  
 large angle spectrometer 250x200 mrad
 π, Κand pseparation up to ~40 GeV/c

RICH



 

 detect recoiling proton from 0.27 to 2 GeV in 60'<θ<90' and φ=2π   
 zA (ring A) and zB (ring B)
 Time of flight and energy loss measurement: p, πidentification

RPD

106cm
165.8±0.05cm

12 A scintillators: t=0.5cm L=50cm l=6.5cm 

24 B scintillators: t=1cm L=106cm l=20cm  RA=12.5cm
RB=75.5cm
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Multiple vs. one outgoing track 
vertex fitter performance

2008 data reconstruction: vertex fitter 
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 one track +neutral vs all charged final state

2008 data: exclusivity with RPD 
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                             ηηpπpπ −− →

432,1 γγηγγη →→
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                      at 190 GeV   ηηpπpπ −− →

GeVatηηpppp slowfast 450→

WA102WA102

I=0, J=0++,2++,4++,…
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πppπ 5→−All charged channel:

WA91

?4)1370(,1450~ 0 πfM →
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pπππpπ + −−− → 2008   vs.                         2004     PbπππPbπ + −−− →
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PbπππPbπ + −−− →there will be also                                  data in 2009!
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                      pKKπpπ ss
−− →

I=0,1, J=0++,2++,4++,…
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0=x+x+x Xπp

sxx=M
pPπPX −2

p
2
pT,ππT, tp,tp −− ~~2

 M
X
 uniform [2mη ,2.5 GeV]   

 flatrapidity  yX [-1,1]

 tπ , tp as e-t, b~6.0 [0,1]

 φπ , φp uniform [0,2π]

Production amplitude for central X(MC)
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0=x+x pX

s

mM
x X
X

22

~1 π−−

XXT, tp −~2

 M
X
 uniform [mπ+mη ,2.5 GeV]   

 tX  as e-t, b~6.0 [0,1]

 φX , φp uniform [0,2π]

Production amplitude for diffractive X(MC)
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Intensity with two resonances XJ(m0) ,YJ’(m0’) :

z axis defined by the beam. 
• Boost to π−p c.m. frame. 
• Wick rotation by θ and φ
• Boost to X rest frame (x’,y’,z’) 
• rotation back by –φ and –θ 
direction of x”,y”,z” ≡ direction of x,y,z
η with final momenta different from 
those in the overall π−p rest  frame.

Decay amplitude:

Decay amplitude for central  or diffractive X
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Standard log-likelihood definition: 

Minimization with FUMILI on event per event basis
old PWA: mass indipendent angular fit
              +mass dependent log-likelihood fit
new PWA: mass dependent global fit 
advantage: reduce the number of non-mathematical ambiguities
disadvantage: CPU time

Minimization
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 Ingredients of the 
simulations and fit

Simulation of Partial Waves 
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 Decay frame (PWA2)
after Wick rotations Gottfried-Jackson 

frame (PWA1)

=

on average α shape is equivalent to θGJ  shape    

Comparison with the BNL program (Chung et al.) MC 



 

Conclusion and Outlook

 Exotic π(1600) decaying to 3π has been observed.

 f0(1500)/f2`(1525) decaying to ηη has been observed.

 COMPASS started massive amplitude analysis 
  in the light quark sector.

  Goal: BNL and WA102 results with much higher statistics.
  Plus: centrally and diffractively produced resonances 
           will be fitted simultaneously with two indipendent formalisms.

 


